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Notwithstanding the difficult economic environment during 2014, the activities of the Commission for the Pro-
tection of Competition were continuous with particular attention to the proper functioning of the market by 
ensuring conditions of effective competition and promoting veritable “culture of competition”.

The year 2014 marks a new era for the Commission with the amendment of the Protection of Competition 
Law and the replacement of the Control of Concentrations between Enterprises Law. The objective of these 
actions was the further convergence of the national legislation with European law, but also to ensure a higher 
level of competition in the market by strengthening and expanding the powers of the Commission to safeguard 
and protect effective competition in the Republic.

The new revised legislative framework grants, inter alia, the power to the Commission for more targeted actions 
by examining cases according to priority, on the basis of specific criteria (public interest, potential impact on 
competition and/or consumers). This will hopefully contribute to a more effective and faster addressing of major 
market distortions. Furthermore, the Commission now has at its disposal a new investigative tool regarding 
sector inquiries in a particular sector of the economy or in particular types of agreements across various sectors. 
Already, the Commission decided to conduct a sector inquiry in the petroleum sector, particularly in gasoline, 
diesel and heating oil, and LPG. The sector inquiry will cover all the various levels of the market and all market 
stakeholders.

In this context and in an effort to present the main changes that have occurred in the legislative framework of 
competition law and to help raise awareness as to the role, the function, the responsibilities and the powers 
of the Commission, the Commission organised a Competition Informative Workshop. During this Informative 
Workshop, the Commission presented to all affected professionals but also to citizen-consumers, the legislative 
amendments that came into force. 

In the year under review, the Commission continued its efforts to consolidate the growing “culture of compe-
tition” in the consciousness of the Cypriot businessman and citizen-consumer. In this context, the Commission 
co-organised a conference with the Hellenic Competition Commission and the Cyprus Chamber of Com-
merce, with the support of the Enterprise Europe Network. This conference sent a clear message that the 
smooth functioning of the market through the strict application of the principles of healthy competition is to 
the benefit of consumers and businesses, and the economy of the country.

Statement by the Chairperson 
of the Commission for the 
Protection of Competition
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In 2014, the Commission, as part of collaborations with other national authorities, signed a cooperation protocol 
(MoU) with the Hellenic Competition Commission. The MoU strengthens and expands pre-existing cooper-
ation between the two authorities within the European Competition Network. Undeniably, the exchange of 
expertise and experiences between the two countries’ authorities with close links, which in many cases share 
similar cultures and business practices, will benefit both, and hopefully it will be an important tool in our efforts 
to protect competition and efficient development of the market economy in benefit of consumers.

The Commission looks forward to a closer cooperation with other national competition authorities and with 
regulatory or other authorities that exercise control over certain sectors of the economy of the Republic, with 
a view to fulfilling the objectives of regulation and protection of free competition. Under the Memorandum of 
Understanding the Commission requested technical assistance from the French Competition Authority, which 
sent two officers to Cyprus to assist in the training of the staff. Likewise, the Irish Competition Authority also 
responded to the call of the Commission and sent two officers to Cyprus to provide expertise on issues of 
organisation and policies.

In the year under review, the Commission made every effort to carry out in the shortest possible time a large 
number of cases and, despite the problems that continue to emerge mainly due to the lack of human resources, 
conducted 99 sessions. During these sessions it examined complaints, requests for interim measures, ex officio 
investigations and merger notifications and proceeded to the issuance of a total of 50 decisions.

It is worth noting that in 2014, the Global Merger Control Index of the Center for European Law and Economics 
proceeded for the 5th consecutive year in a survey among 259 experts in seventy jurisdictions to assess, eval-
uate and compare the merger evaluation systems and classified the Commission for the Protection of Compe-
tition of Cyprus in the 1st place, garnering top marks in evaluation (5.72) worldwide.

The Commission, with the hope to be further empowered in human resources, aims to process cases faster and 
more efficiently and in general to deal with all challenges ahead.

With strict adherence to laws and regulations, through hard and responsible work, the Commission for the Pro-
tection of Competition will fight to ensure proper functioning of the market, something that will undoubtedly 
benefit consumers, businesses and the economy of the country.

Loukia Christodoulou

Chairperson
Commission for the Protection of Competition
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The Commission for the Protection of Competition (hereinafter the “CPC” or “the Commission”) is the inde-
pendent Authority vested with the exclusive jurisdiction for ensuring a healthy competitive environment. 

In particular, the Protection of Competition Laws of 2008 and 2014, in conjunction with the Control of Con-
centrations between Undertakings Law of 2014, establish the framework of regulations and principles aiming 
at securing effective and healthy competition within the Cypriot market. The competition policy secures the 
effective and productive operation of the market, thereby contributing to the creation of an environment 
favourable to innovation and technological advancement, to the benefit of consumers, who can enjoy higher 
quality products and services at competitive prices.

As effective competition is vital in an open economy, the CPC is vested with broad powers and duties, in order 
to ensure adherence to the principles and regulations in a free economy.

1. THE COMMISSION FOR THE PROTECTION OF COMPETITION   
 IN 2014

1.1. Mission
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The main duties of the Commission are: 

• To investigate restrictive agreements and concerted practices by undertakings, having as their object or effect,  
 the elimination, restriction or distortion of competition.

• To investigate any probable abuse of dominant position possessed by one or more undertakings.

• To investigate concentrations between undertakings, aiming at preventing distortions in an effective compet- 
 itive environment and ensuring that the principles of a competitive market are applied.

Additionally the Commission, through its designation as the National Competition Authority, is empowered to 
apply Articles 101 and 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (previous Articles 81 and 82 
of the Treaty of the European Community), Council Regulation (EC) No. 1/2003 of the Council of the European 
Union of the 16th of December 2002, on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in articles 
101 and 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.

1.2. Main events during 2014

Apart from all important cases that were handled during the year under review, the Commission highlights 
the following important events:

• On March 28, 2014, the Protection of Competition (Amendment) Law of 2014 is published in the Official 
 Gazette and enters into force.

• On June 20, 2014, the Control of Concentrations between Undertakings Law of 2014 is published in the  
 Official Gazette and enters into force.

• On June 23, 2014, the Commission on the basis of Article 23A of the Amendment Law laid the proposed 
 criteria for public consultation regarding the prioritisation of cases, which lasted until July 23, 2014.

• On July 7, 2014, a Competition Informative Workshop on “The New Revised Legislative Framework of the 
 Competition Law in Cyprus” was held.

• On September 23, 2014, a Protocol of Cooperation between the Commission and the Department of  
 Information Technology Services was signed.

• On October 30, 2014, a Protocol of Cooperation between the Commission and the Hellenic Competition 
 Authority was signed.

• On October 31, 2014 the Commission conducted a seminar on “The Importance of Competition in Times of 
 Economic Crisis”.

• Within the framework of ‘The Immunity From and Reduction of Administrative Fines in Cases of Restrictive 
 Collusions Infringing Section 3 of the Law or/and Article 101 of the TFEU (Leniency Programme) Regulations 
 of 2011’ the Commission created the electronic address cartelhotline@competition.gov.cy to which leniency 
 applications and/or information regarding the existence of illegal cartels may be submitted.
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According to the Protection of Competition Laws of 2008 and 2014, the Commission consists of the Chair- 
person and four Members, serving on a full time basis and on terms defined by virtue of a decision by the 
Council of Ministers. The Law also provides for the appointment of four substitute members, one for each 
member of the Commission. The Chairperson of the Commission is of high standing and probity, possessing 
specialised knowledge and experience in law and well placed to contribute towards the effective application of 
the Law. The four Members of the Commission are persons with specialised knowledge and experience in law 
or economics or competition or accounting or trade or industry, well placed to contribute towards the effective 
application of the Law. The Law prohibits the Chairperson and the Members of the Commission from having 
any financial or other interest likely to affect the impartiality of their judgment in the exercise of their functions, 
powers and duties. The term of office of the Chairperson and the Members is for a period of five years and 
may only be renewed once.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE COMMISSION FOR THE 
 PROTECTION OF COMPETITION

8

2.1.  The Commission for the Protection of Competition
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Α. Chairperson

Chairperson of the Commission for 2013 was Mrs. Loukia Christodoulou, who was appointed by virtue of a 
decision of the Council of Ministers for a period of five years, from 18/4/2013 to 17/4/2018.

Β. Members and Substitute Members

By virtue of a decision of the Council of Ministers dated 24 May 2013, Mrs. Eleni Karaoli, Mr. Andreas Karydes, 
Mr. Charis Pastellis and Mr. Christos Tsingis were appointed as Members of the Commission for a period of five 
years.

At the same time, Ms. Eleni Christodoulidou, Mr. Nikos Damianou, Mr. Anthimos Christodoulides and Mr. Stavros 
Violaris were acting as Substitute Members.

2.2. Service of the Commission for the Protection of Competition 

The Commission is supported by the Service of the Commission. The Service, following authorisation by the 
Commission, has the responsibility to duly conduct preliminary investigations to determine whether there have 
been infringements of the Protection of Competition Law and to assess concentrations between undertakings, 
pursuant to the provisions of the Control of Concentrations between Undertakings Law. 

The Service is responsible to collect and evaluate information necessary for the exercise of the competences, 
powers and duties of the Commission, to conduct dawn raids, to introduce complaints and submit recom-
mendations to the Commission, to make the necessary notifications and publications, to conduct preliminary 
assessment of mergers and prepare written reports, and to grant to the Commission every possible facilitation 
in order to fulfill its competences, powers and duties. 

During 2014, the Service was comprised of the Director, two (2) Senior Officers, three (3) Officers A’, five (5) 
permanent Officers and two (2) Officers on a temporary basis. Also, during the year three Cooperative Soci- 
eties and Supervision Officers were seconded by the Accountant’s General Office of the Republic of Cyprus to 
support the Service. Therefore, in 2014, the Service had a total staff amounted to sixteen (16) scientific trained 
people.

In addition to the above staff, around the end of 2014, the Service was assisted by secretarial and auxiliary staff 
that numbered ten people, of whom: four (4) clerks, one (1) personal assistant to Chairperson, one (1) personal 
assistant to Director, two (2) messengers and two (2) maids. From January up to March, the Service was fur-
thermore assisted by an Accountant who was seconded from the Accountant’s General Office of the Republic 
of Cyprus.

During 2014, through the process of public tenders, the Commission contracted for a limited time period the 
services of four (4) lawyers with specialisation in the fields of competition law and two economists with spe-
cialisation in the fields of industrial organisation and econometrics.

Around December 2014, the House of Representatives voted the exception form the ban of filling vacant posi-
tion in the public sector of three (3) Service officers positions, based on the Prohibition Filling Vacancies in the 
Public and Greater Public Sector (Special Provisions) Law of 2013.

COMMISSION FOR THE PROTECTION OF COMPETITION
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During the year under review, the Commission held ninety nine (99) regular meetings and dealt with a vast 
range of issues which were submitted before it and related mainly to complaints, applications for interim 
measures, ex officio investigations and notifications of concentrations. In total, the Commission issued fifty (50) 
decisions. Moreover, the Commission issued non biding opinions to Public Bodies.

Illustrated below is a cumulative table of decisions issued by the Commission for the year under review:

3. OVERVIEW OF THE COMMISSION’S ACTIVITIES

3.1. Overview of the Decisions of the Commission

Complaints for infringements 7

Interim Measures 1

Rejected Complaints based on Section 35 of the Protection of Competition 
Laws of 2008 and 2014

9

Notifications of Concentrations 31

Ex Officio Investigations 2

Total 50

CUMULATIVE TABLE OF DECISIONS ISSUED

COMMISSION FOR THE PROTECTION OF COMPETITION
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During 2014, the Commission issued three (3) infringement decisions by which unanimously found violations 
of the Law and imposed administrative fines. One out of the three (3) decisions concerned infringements of 
prevention and/or restriction and/or distortion of competition and abuse of dominant position in violation of 
Sections 3 and 6 of the Protection of Competition Laws of 2008 and 2014 and two (2) concerned infringements 
of Section 13 of the Control of Concentrations between Undertakings Laws of 1999 and 2000. Total adminis- 
trative fines imposed during the year under review amounted to €2,101,600.

The Commission, during 2014, issued four (4) decisions whereby it concluded that no infringements of the 
Protection of Competition Laws were determined. The said decisions were related to the abuse of dominance 
position (Section 6(1)) and to abuse of a relationship of economic dependence (Section 6(2)).

It is worth noting that during 2014, the Commission decided to communicate Statements of Objections to 19 
Companies regarding infringements of the Protection of Competition Laws. Statements of Objections arose 
from complaints and ex officio investigations related to the sectors of petroleum, electronic communications, 
marine equipment and motor vehicle spare parts, the banking sector and airport management services.

3.2. Overview of new complaints and notifications of concentrations 
 of undertakings

During 2014, seventeen (17) new complaints were submitted to the Commission, alleging infringement of the 
Protection of Competition Laws of 2008 and 2014. The Commission examined thirteen (13) of the aforemen-
tioned complaints and decided to instruct the Service to conduct preliminary investigation for ten (10) of them. 
Furthermore, the Commission gave instructions to conduct four (4) ex officio investigations.

In 2014 twenty-two (22) proposed concentrations between enterprises were notified to the Service of the 
Commission, of which twenty-one (21) were examined and evaluated, pursuant to the provisions of the Control 
of Concentrations between Undertakings Laws of 1999 and 2000 and the Control of Concentrations between 
Undertakings Law of 2014.

0 05 10 15 20 25
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During the year under review, the Commission had decided to conduct two dawn raids in the context of 
the examination of two cases. In particular:

a. On 29/05/2014, a dawn raid was carried out at the offices and premises of an undertaking, as part of an ex 
 officio investigation of the Commission to investigate the acts and/or omissions of this company in relation 
 to the terms and prices of devices and all consumables related to monitoring glucose, both in relation  
 to public procurement tenders carried out by the Department of Pharmaceutical Services and in relation to 
 the disposal of these through various points of sale and/or consumer and/or others, as well as in relation  
 to the terms of cooperation with the manufacturing and/or supplying company and/or the company’s action 
 as a result this cooperation and a possible infringement of Sections 3 and/or 6 of the Law, and the corre- 
 sponding Articles 101 and/or 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU.

b. On 29/10/2014, a dawn raid was carried out at the offices and the premises of undertakings as part of an 
 ex officio investigation of the Commission to investigate the market of pasteurized fresh, high pasteurization 
 and long cow-white milk, enriched with extra calcium, with, without or with reduced lactose, milk (beverage) 
 enriched with prebiotics and flavoured, and especially the production, distribution and trading of this milk 
 in Cyprus market and the possibility of infringement of Sections 3 and/or 6 of the Protection of Competition 
 Laws of 2008 and 2014 and Articles 101 and/or 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU on the part of 
 the undertakings operating in at reference products.

3.3. Dawn Raids

COMMISSION FOR THE PROTECTION OF COMPETITION
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3.4. Brief Presentation of Important Commission Decisions for infringements  
  of the Protection of Competition Law

Decision No.: 42/2014

Ex-officio investigation against the Pancyprian Organisation of Cattle Farmers (POCF) Public Ltd of suspected 
infringements of articles 3 or/and 6 of the Protection of Competition Law, 2008 and articles 101 or/and 102 
of the TFEU 

(Decision dated: 17/10/2014)

The decision concerned the Commission’s ex-officio investigation against the Pancyprian Organisation of Cattle 
Farmers (POCF) Public Ltd for the alleged infringement of competition law, during the period 01/01/2009 until 
28/05/2012, through decisions and/or practices and/or behaviors on the part of POCF in relation to the sale/
supply of raw cow milk, which was likely to lead to prevent, distort and restrict competition.

On October 17, 2014, the Commission unanimously adopted Decision No. 42/2014.

By its decision, the Commission ruled that the POCF infringed (i) Section 3(1)(a) of the Law by entering into 
exclusive supply contracts for raw cow milk with cattle farmers, members of the POCF, that included specific 
terms for determining the purchase prices of raw cow milk; (ii) Section 3(1)(b) of the Law by entering into ex-
clusive supply contracts for raw cow milk with cattle farmers/members of the POCF that included exclusivity 
clauses and non-compete obligations; (iii) Section 3(1)(b) of the Law by the implementation of the measure of 
“Stable Milk Production”; and (iv) Section 6(1)(a) of the Law, as a dominant undertaking on the relevant market 
by imposing excessive and/or unfair prices for raw cow milk. 

The Commission ordered the POCF to end the above infringements and imposed administrative fines arising 
to €2,100,000 as follows:

• An administrative fine of €600.000, regarding the infringement of Section 3(1)(a) of the Law.

• An administrative fine of €600.000, regarding the infringement of Section 3(1)(b) of the Law concerning the 
 enforcement of exclusivity clauses and non-compete obligations.

• An administrative fine of €100.000 regarding the infringement of Section 3(1)(b) of the Law concerning the 
 implementation of the measure of “Stable Milk Production”.

• An administrative fine of €800.000, regarding the infringement of Section 6(1)(a) of the Law.
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3.5. Overview of notifications of concentrations 

Pursuant to the provisions of the Control of Concentrations between Undertakings Laws of 1999 and 2000 
and of the Control of Concentrations between Undertakings Law of 2014, the Commission by the end of 2014, 
examined and evaluated twenty eight (28) notifications of concentrations, of which twenty-one (21) were noti-
fied within the same year and the other seven (7) were notified in 2013. In addition, the Commission examined 
a request for provisional approval to a notified concentration.

The following table presents all decisions issued within 2014 by the Commission in reference to notifications 
of concentrations:

Title of the concentration Decision no.
Date of the 
Approval

Concentration for the acquisition of Hagesüd Interspice 
Gewurzwerke & Co. KG, Hagesüd France SARLS and of 
Hagesüd Interspice Gewürzwerke Beteiligung GmbH by Israel 
Chemicals Ltd, through its subsidiary company BK Guilini 
GmbH

5/2014 20/01/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Aker Pusnes AS and of 
Woodfield Systems Ltd by Cargotec

9/2014 24/01/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of CTC-ARI (F&B) Limited 
by Aer Rianta International (Middle East) W.L.L.

10/2014 24/01/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of KPMG Statsautoriseret 
Revisionspartnerselskab by Ernst &Young Europe LLP, through 
Ernst & Young P/S

11/2014 24/01/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of International Lease 
Finance Corporation by AerCap Holdings NV, through its 
subsidiary AerCap Ireland Ltd

12/2014 14/02/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Miteco AG and the assets 
of Miteco Italia S.r.l. by Tetra Laval Holdings & Finance SA.

13/2014 26/02/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Beech Holdings LLC by 
Textron Inc. 

14/2014 28/02/2014
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Title of the concentration Decision no.
Date of the 
Approval

Concentration for the acquisition of Lekki International  
Container Terminal Services LFTZ Enterprises by CMA  
Terminals SAS.

15/2014 10/03/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Vicini S.p.A. by S.L.Z.A. 
S.A. 

16/2014 14/03/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of  “ACE” laundry aids, part 
of The Procter & Gamble Company by Fater S.p.A.

17/2014 26/032014

Concentration for the creation of a joint venture by Proteas 
Press Ltd, I.G Kassoulides & Sons Ltd and Litho Web Ltd

18/2014 28/03/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Μiddle East Internet 
Holding Sarl by MTN (Dubai) Ltd.

20/2014 09/04/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of FIPAL S.A.S. and opf  
Carita International S.A. by L’ Oreal S.A.

21/2014 15/04/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of joint control of Africa 
Internet Holding GmbH by Mobile Telephone Network  
Holding (Pty) Ltd and Millicom International Cellular S.A & 
Rocket Internet Holding GmbH.

23/2014 24/04/2014

Notification concerning the acquisition of the joint control 
of the Amathus Beach Hotel Limassol from the joint venture 
Amathus Public Ltd, Elerfield Holdings Ltd and Muskita Hotels 
Ltd.

25/2014 02/05/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Frank Mohn AS by Alfa 
Laval Nordic AS.

26/2014 07/05/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Ahrenkiel 
Shipmanagement (Cyprus) Ltd by Marship Investments Ltd

27/2014 17/06/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of CTC-ARI (F&B) Ltd by 
Aer Rianta International (Middle East) W.L.L.

28/2014 20/06/2014
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Title of the concentration Decision no.
Date of the 
Approval

Concentration for the acquisition of a sector of the operation 
of CITIBANK INTERNATIONAL PLC in Greece and the 
share capital of Diners club of Greece Finance Company SA, 
by Alpha BANK.

32/2014 18/07/2014

Concentration for the creation of a joint venture by CGG 
Holding BU and 000 SCF GEO

33/2014 18/07/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Cyprus Development 
Bank Public Company Ltd by Dayrona Trading Ltd and 
Loramina Trading Ltd. 

34/2014 24/07/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Cablenet Communication 
Systems Ltd by GO Plc. 

35/2014 24/07/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of GCS Holding BV by 
Ingenico SA.

36/2014 08/08/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Aphrodite Holding Ltd 
and Aphrodite Hills (Lakkos tou Frangou) Ltd by Iperi 
Properties Ltd.

45/2014 12/11/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Shwarzmeer Und Ostsee 
Versicherings - Aktiengesellschaft Sovag by Gazprom Germania 
GmbH.

46/2014 12/11/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Payzone Hellas ΑΕ by 
OPAP SA.

47/2014 12/11/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of AIGLE CAPITAL SAS by 
QUALIUM INVESTMENT SAS.

48/2014 27/11/2014

Concentration for the acquisition of Pioneer DJ Corporation 
by KKR & Co, L.P., through its subsidiary PDJ Holdings Co. Ltd.

49/2014 05/12/2014

17COMMISSION FOR THE PROTECTION OF COMPETITION



During 2014, the Commission decided to declare the concentration for the creation of a joint venture by Pro-
teas Press Limited (hereinafter the “Proteas”), I.G. Cassoulides & Son Ltd (hereinafter the “Cassoulides”), and 
Litho Web Limited (hereinafter the “LithoWeb”) compatible with the competitive market subject to a number 
of conditions and commitments that the parties have brought forward

Decision no: 18/2014

Proteas Press Limited, I.G. Cassoulides & Son Ltd and Litho Web Limited
(Decision Date: 02/03/2014)

On 28/03/2014, the Commission examined the concentration notified on 21 October 2013 by Proteas, Cassou-
lides and LithoWeb on the basis of Section 13 of the Control of Concentrations between Undertakings Law, 
1999-2000. This notification concerned the creation of a joint venture, P.C.L. United Printers Ltd (hereinafter 
the “New Company”), in which the parent companies would transfer their activities related to their magazine 
printing, as well as the printing of brochures, catalogs, business cards and other documents.

The Commission, having unanimously decided that the concentration fell within the scope of the Law and it de-
cided that the concentration raised serious doubts as to its compatibility with the competitive market and thus 
decided to initiate a full investigation in regards to the market of printing services of magazines and newspapers.

In the context of a full investigation of the concentration, questionnaires were sent for the purpose of receiving 
additional information from the stakeholders (competitors, customers, suppliers of the participating companies) 
and a distribution company of magazines and newspapers. Additionally, negotiations were carried out in relation 
with any variations in the circumstances that created the concentration and that could result in the removal of 
doubts which had been identified at a first stage.

In the context of a full investigation of this concentration, an informative press release was posted on the official 
website of the Commission, in which the doubts identified in the first stage were briefly presented and at the 
same time calling the stakeholders and any natural or legal person having a legitimate interest to submit its 
opinions on this concentration. The Commission noted that no third party submitted voluntarily comments as 
a result of the press release for the launch of a full investigation.

The Commission, having considered the information and evidence set before it, undertook all the appropriate 
negotiations, hearings and meetings with the parties of the concentration. The Commission when assessing all 
the evidence before it, it took into account the compatibility criteria specified in the Law, giving emphasis on the 
high market share that the New Company would hold in the market of weekly and monthly magazine printing, 
the fact that only two companies printing weekly and monthly magazines would stay in the market and the 
need to safeguard new competition in the market that the concentration affects. In assessing this concentration 
the Commission also weighed the fact that the market turnover of printing services for weekly and monthly 
magazines is shrinking in recent years and that no future market growth was anticipated. Also, the Commission 
evaluated the impact of the concentration in the neighbouring market of daily and weekly newspapers printing, 
in which two of the founding companies operate. In addition, the Commission estimated the unprecedented 
economic conditions of Cyprus economy.
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Accordingly, the Commission came to the unanimous decision to declare the concentration compatible with 
the competitive market subject to a number of conditions and commitments that the parties have brought 
forward. The commitments undertaken by the undertakings in the concentration include:

1. Commitment that the New Company would not enter into long-term exclusive contracts for the supply 
 of raw materials over 12 months with any of its suppliers. This commitment aimed at avoiding the limitation 
 of competition at the level of raw materials.

2. Commitment that the New Company would not enter into long-term exclusive contracts of printing services 
 over 12 months with its customers. The commitment aimed at avoiding the limitation of competition at the 
 level of printing services.

3. Commitment that the New Company would proceed with the sale of printing equipment within the ter- 
 ritory of the Republic:

 i.  The For Sale Equipment, according to the statements of the undertakings participating in the concentra- 
  tion, would be able to create a viable printing office with all the necessary equipment for printing and  
  binding that could satisfy the needs and/or to meet the printing requirements of any existing magazine in 
  Cyprus and it would have all the capabilities to respond to service weekly magazines and any other publi- 
  cations, for which the printing time and increased tirage are important.

 ii. This equipment would be set for sale in Cyprus, within the Commission specified deadline of twelve (12) 
  months.

 iii.  Actions for sale of the For Sale Equipment would start one (1) month after the notification of the Com- 
  mission decision to the undertakings participating in the concentration.

 iv.  The assessment and the process of divestment of the For Sale Equipment would be undertaken by  
  an independent trustee whose name has been notified to the Commission and would be overseen by 
  another independent trustee (audit firm) whose name has also been notified to the Commission, while the 
  Commission would be kept informed for the sale process of this equipment by submitting to its quarterly 
  reports.

 v.  The buyer of the For Sale Equipment is subject to the Commission’s approval.

 vi. Pending the sale of the Equipment, it would remain on the premises of the companies where it is today,  
  it would not be integrated in the production process, but it would continue to be maintained properly and 
  would be in working condition for purposes of presentations to interested buyers. This commitment aimed 
  at limiting the capacity of the New Company and then ensuring that the creation of conditions for the 
  development of new competition within the Cyprus market that would perform the necessary competi- 
  tive pressures, as a countervailing factor against the new entity which is created.

4. Commitment that the New Company would not purchase or acquire the same or new magazine printing 
 equipment, for purposes of increasing the production capacity of the New Company for a period of four (4) 
 years following the establishment of the new Company.

5. Commitment of two of the three founding companies that they would act in confidentiality and would not 
 disclosure any business information and issues concerning the newspapers printing department operated 
 by a founding company and a subsidiary of the second founding company. This commitment aimed to avoiding 
 any possible leak or/and transfer of confidential information among them in order to prevent coordination in 
 newspapers printing market.
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Furthermore, in 2014, the Commission imposed fines with regards to the following two notifications of concen-
trations, due to the failure to submit the notification within the set time limit as well as putting into effect the 
notified concentrations, prior to relevant approval by the Commission.

Decision No.: 40/2014 

Notification of concentration regarding the acquisition of part of the share capital of Middle East Internet 
Holding S.a.r.l. by MTN (Dubai) Ltd 

(Decision Date: 15/10/2014)

Object of this concentration was the failure to notify to the Commission, the acquisition of share capital of 
the company Middle East Internet Holding S.a.r.l. (hereinafter “MEIH”) από την MTN (Dubai) Ltd (hereinafter 
“MTN (Dubai)”), in accordance with the provisions of the Control of Concentrations Laws 1999 and 2000. This 
transaction was based on an Investment Agreement and a Shareholders’ Agreement dated 19th December 
2013, among Rocket Internet GmbH (hereinafter “Rocket”), ΜΕΙΗ and MTN (Dubai). According to the said 
Agreements, MTN (Dubai) acquired 50% of the share capital of MEIH and as a result, the share capital held by 
Rocket in MEIH was reduced to 50%

The Commission having examined the acquisition by company MTN (Dubai) 50% of the share capital of MEIH, 
which belongs to Rocket, decided by Decision no. 20/2014 dated 04/09/2014, to declare the concentration 
compatible with the requirements of the competitive market, found that the undertakings concerned had im-
plemented the concentration before receiving the notice of approval.

On 7th of May 2014, the Commission having taken into account all the documents and information before it, 
decided prima facie that the parties to the concentration infringed section 13(1)(a) of the Law for failing to notify 
the concentration to the Service of the Commission within the specified time limit set by the Law and decided 
to issue a Statement of Objections and notified it to the parties involved. 

The Commission, on the basis of the evidence before it decided that there was an infringement of section 13(1)
(a) of the Law, due to failure to notify on the part of MTN (Dubai) and Rocket, which were responsible under 
Section 13(2) of the Law, to notify the transaction within the specified time limit set by the Law.

6. Commitment of the Members of the Board of Directors of the New Company that they will act in full 
 confidentiality and would not disclosure any business information to any other company in which they may 
 participate as members and/or Directors and/or members of its management team and/or its employees 
 and/or agents, any business information brought to their acknowledge due to their participation in the Board 
 of Directors of the New Company, of other publishing companies competing Phileleftheros Public Company 
 Ltd and N & M Mediamorfosis Ltd.

7. Commitment for the replacement of the members of the Board of Directors, of the subsidiary of one of the 
 founding companies which is active in printing weekly and daily newspapers.

8. All actions other than the sale of the For Sale Equipment would be made within one (1) month from the 
 notification to undertakings participating in the concentration of the Commission decision.
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The Commission, with having taken in to account the nature and gravity of the infringements in accordance with 
the procedures laid down in Section 52(2) of the Law, unanimously decided with regard to the infringement of 
Section 13(1)(a) of the Law, the imposition of an administrative fine, under Section 52(1)(a) of the Law, of €800 
imposed to MTN (Dubai) and Rocket.

The full text of the decision is uploaded on the official website of the Commission.

Decision No.: 41/2014

Africa Internet Holding GmbH - Mobile Telephone Networks Holdings (Pty) Ltd, Millicom International 
Cellular S.A. and Rocket Internet Holding GmbH 

(Decision Date: 15/10/2014)

Object of the concentration was the Investment Agreement and Shareholders Agreement (hereinafter the 
“Agreements”) dated 13-14/12/2013, between the companies Mobile Telephone Networks Holdings (Pty) Ltd 
(hereinafter “MTN”), Millicom International Cellular SA (hereinafter “Millicom”), Rocket Internet Holding GmbH 
(hereinafter “Rocket”) and Africa Internet Holding GmbH (hereinafter “AIH”). Pursuant to these agreements, 
the Millicom planned to acquire an additional stake of 13.33% of the shares of AIH (in which already holds 20% 
of shares) capital increase, while MTN would gain rate 33.33% of the shares of AIH. Finally, the percentage of 
Rocket will fall from 80% to 33.33%. On the basis of the Investment Agreement, AIH company would be jointly 
controlled by the companies MTN, Rocket and Millicom with a stake in the share capital of 33.33% each.

On 24/04/2014, the Commission having examined and after evaluation of the proposed concentration decided 
that the concentration was compatible with the requirements of the competitive market.

On 7th of May 2014, the Commission having taken into account all the documents and information before it, 
decided prima facie that the parties to the concentration infringed section 13(1)(a) of the Law for failing to notify 
the concentration to the Service of the Commission within the specified time limit set by the Law and decided 
to issue a Statement of Objections which it notified to the parties involved. 

The Commission, on the basis of the evidence before it, decided that there was an infringement of section 13(1)
(a) of the Law, due to failure to notify on the part of MTN, Rocket and Millicom, which were responsible under 
Section 13(2) of the Law, to notify the transaction.

The Commission, having taken into account the nature and gravity of the infringements in accordance with the 
procedures laid down in Section 52(2) of the Law, unanimously decided with regard to the infringement of 
Section 13(1)(a) of the Law, the imposition of an administrative fine, under Section 52(1)(a) of the Law, of €800 
imposed to MTN, Rocket and Millicom.
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3.6. Sector Inquiry

The Commission, on the basis of its powers arising from the recent amendment of the Protection of Compe-
tition Law and in particular with the introduction of Section 23A, decided to carry out a sector inquiry in the 
market sector of petroleum products, especially with regard the following types of oil: 95 octane gasoline, 98 
octane gasoline, diesel, heating oil and LPG.

The Commission issued this decision due to the publications in newspapers, local and international press and 
on the basis of a preliminary study of the Service, that showed that during 2014, the price of oil internationally 
noted a downward trend, breaking every historical record, but Cyprus retail fuel prices have not decreased 
proportionally according to the consumers complaints and of other organised groups. The Commission also 
noted that in general there is a perception in public opinion, which is reflected through printed and electronic 
press, that in this market the prices of petroleum products grow rapidly in times when the input costs increase 
and decrease slowly in periods where the import costs are reduced (a phenomenon known as “Rockets and 
Feathers”, i.e. the situation where prices go up like a rocket and fall like a feather).

This survey will cover all the different market levels, i.e. import, transport, storage, wholesale distribution, and 
retail trade and include all market stakeholders, namely import companies, wholesalers, retailers - service sta-
tions - and any other company, and the Cyprus Association of Petroleum Station Owners, and/or any other 
Association is active and/or operates in this market sector.

The power of the Commission to conduct investigations in specific economic sectors or types of agreements 
stems from section 32A of the Law. 

3.7. Decision setting criteria for the examination of Commission cases 
 in priority

The Commission for the Protection of Competition, as part of its discretion pursuant to section 23A of the Pro-
tection of Competition Laws of 2008 and 2014, having taking into account the observations of the participants 
in the public consultation, in a decision dated 09/05/2014, which was published in the Gazette on 19/09/2014, 
proceeded in determining the criteria for the examination of cases in priority. These criteria focus on the public 
interest, the effect on competition and on consumers, the matters of strategic importance for the Commission, 
the human resources and the time required for the investigation of a case.

A. Public Interest 

Public interest will be examined in light of evaluated potential impact of a flagrant breach of the competition 
rules both to effective competition and in aspects of society, such as consumer welfare.

Therefore, the Commission will give priority, inter alia, in ex-officio cases and complaints which:

• raise issues of hardcore restrictions of competition (such as price fixing, market sharing, limitation of  
 production or sales horizontal agreements, decisions by associations of undertakings and abuse of dominant 
 position), which extend throughout the territory of Cyprus, and/or
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• influence markets or essential services for Cypriot consumers, and/or

• involve anti-competitive practices, with a cumulative (multiplier) effect, namely the practices followed by many 
 companies that can pass on higher prices to intermediary firms or consumers, and/or

• concerning an application for leniency under the Immunity From and Reduction of Administrative Fines  
 in Cases of Restrictive Collusions Infringing Section 3 of the Law or/and Article 101 of the TFEU (Leniency 
 Programme) Regulations of 2011, if all the criteria are fulfilled.

B. Impact On Competition 

The impact on competition will be considered in the light of the assessment of the potential impact of an 
infringement of the competition rules to effective competition on the market, and/or which may affect trade 
between EU Member States.

This criterion refers to the structure of the market, taking into account the market size, the degree of concen-
tration, the market shares of the undertakings, the degree of competition, the number of consumers affected 
by the infringement, the vertical linkages with other markets and/or sectors of the economy, if it is located at 
a key point in the value chain and whether a market suffers from, inter alia, lack of competitiveness, or cannot 
meet consumer demand.

The Commission, having considered these factors and/or distortions of the market concerned, decides on the 
priority to be given in order to safeguard and/or restore levels of effective competition.

C. Impact on Consumers

The Commission will assess whether a possible intervention would bring direct changes in the behavior of  
the undertakings to which consumers benefit, par ticularly with lower prices, higher quality and product 
range of options and/or services. By ensuring the proper functioning of markets, consumers benefit from the  
improvement in efficiency that will result from the undistorted competition between companies. On this basis 
the Commission will take action, inter alia, to protect the weak consumers who are exposed to anti-competitive 
situations.

Furthermore, the Commission may proceed to an assessment of the potential effect of consumer welfare. 
Therefore, the Commission will examine cases in priority when the Commission’s intervention would have  
resulted, in particular, to clarify the legal rules in order to enable firms pushed into favorable practices for  
consumers, to eliminate restrictions of competition for consumers and better information and consumer  
information.

D. Strategic Cases for the Commission

The Commission has the discretion to set priorities in examining cases in the light of the need to develop policy 
and/or strategy by clarifying key legal issues and creating precedents to legal certainty, ensuring a consistent and 
coherent interpretation of national law for the protection of competition in relation to EU law and preventing 
the recurrence of similar infringements of the rules of competition and/or market distortions, and if the Com-
mission’s intervention is expected resulting in immediate prospect for improving the functioning of competition.
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E. Human resources 

The cases will be examined by the Commission on the basis of the principle of proportionality and in the light 
of human resources and the length of time that will be required for the completion of these procedures, as 
opposed to the benefits that will result from the investigation.

The resources available will be examined and in relation to the requirements of other pending cases or  
investigations by the Commission in order to achieve the most efficient possible distribution of these resources 
to cover the Service needs.

F. Time Limitation

The Commission will examine cases in priority based on the remaining limitation period of suspected infringe-
ments as defined in Section 41 of the Law.

The criteria for prioritisation are amended when deemed necessary by the Commission, not later than three 
(3) years from the date of the decision.
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4. RECENT LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS

On March 28, 2014, the Protection of Competition (Amendment) Law of 2014 was published in the Official Ga-
zette and entered into force and then, on June 20, 2014, the Control of Concentrations between Undertakings 
Law of 2014 was published and entered into force.

4.1. The Protection of Competition (Amendment) Law of 2014

The Protection of Competition (Amendment) Law of 2014 aims to further convergence of national legislation 
with EU law and to ensure a higher level of competition in the market by strengthening and broadening of the 
Commission’s powers to regulate and protect effective competition in the Republic. 

In particular, the Commission is provided with additional useful tools to achieve its objectives, such as, inter alia, 
the powers to make prioritisation of cases based on criteria (Section 23A the Amendment Law).

The granting of this power to the Commission arose from the need of targeted action based on criteria (public 
interest, the potential effect on competition and or consumers) with a view to promote the effectiveness of 
the Commission’s work through targeted action, to faster and more effective response to significant market 
distortions through coherent and effective application of the competition rules, given the limited human  
resources and the need to modernize and uniform response in the handling of cases with the other EU national 
competition authorities.

In addition, the Commission has the power to cooperate with regulating authorities or other authorities  
exercising control over certain sectors of the economy, as well as to conclude cooperation protocols with other 
national competition authorities (Section 23B of the Amendment Law).
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The Commission may now conduct sector inquiry; investigation into a particular sector of the economy or 
particular types of agreements across various sectors (Section32A of the Amendment Law).

Also, the Commission may, for faster processing of inquiries, perform specific actions, such as taking statements 
- through interviews - from any legal or natural person (Section 30A of the Law) and collecting information 
on the business activity of enterprises using the Forensic Information Technology in collaboration with other 
Government Departments.

4.2. The Control of Concentrations between Undertakings Law of 2014

The Control of Concentrations between Enterprises Law of 2014, which replaces the Control of Concentra-
tions between Enterprises Laws of 1999 and 2000, aims to further convergence of national legislation with the 
relevant EU law, to improve the current legal framework, to clarify and improve the way the application of the 
procedures followed by the Commission and to strengthen of effective competition.

The significant changes introduced by the said Law, inter alia, the partial change of the scope of the legislation,  
which now requires that at least two of the undertakings concerned to have a turnover in Cyprus, the  
notification of the concentration requirement before commencing rather than within a week, the fee of €1.000 
(one thousand euros) to the submission of the notification and €6.000 (six thousand euros) before opening 
a full investigation and amendment of the criterion of compatibility with the functioning of competition in the 
market by adopting the broader concept of obstructing competition.

The main points covered by the Law are:

a. Section 3(2)(a)(ii): it is established as a prerequisite for the characterisation of a concentration as of major 
 importance when at least two of the undertakings are engaging in commercial activities within the Republic.

b. Section 10: The obligation to notify the concentration within a specific time period is abolished.

c. Section 12: There is a fee of €1.000 upon submission of the notification of concentration.

d. Section 18: The oppor tunity to withdraw the notification of a concentration with a request to the  
 Commission is introduced.

e. Sections 20 and 21: The criterion of compatibility with the competitive market is amended.

f. Section 23(1)(b): There is a fee of €6.000 before beginning the process of full investigation.

g. Section 25(1)(b): In cases where full investigation is conducted the participating companies are provided with 
 the opportunity to make amendments or to make commitments in order to remove any doubts as to the 
 compatibility of the notification with the requirements of the competitive market.

h. Section 28(2): It is provided that the Commission’s report will be forwarded to the participating companies 
 regarding the doubts in reference to the compatibility of the concentration with the requirements of the 
 competitive market, in cases where the Commission will oppose the implementation of the concentration.

i. Section 33(2): The opportunity of holding hearings before a decision on the compatibility of the concen- 
 tration with the requirements of the competitive market is issued is provided.
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j. Section 34: The opportunity of conducting hearings on the statement of objections based on the alleged 
 infringement of the Law is provided.

k. Section 40: Administrative fines and administrative penalties for violation or failure to comply with the  
 provisions of the Law are provided.

l. Section 41: There is provision for taking legal action to recover imposed administrative fines and penalties not 
 paid.

m. Section 42: It establishes the framework under which the Commission may collect information. 

n. Sections 43 and 44: It establishes the framework under which the Commission may conduct dawn raids to 
 businesses and residences.

o. Section 48: Obligation to confidentiality to protect business confidential/intelligence is imposed.

p. Section 50: Allow the participating businesses to submit a statement of voluntary waiver of the right or 
 confidentiality for the purpose of providing confidential information/intelligence in case the concentration is 
 examined at the same time by another Competition Authority. 

q. Annex I: It introduces provision for examination of the markets which may be significantly affected by the 
 notified concentration, beyond the affected markets.
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5. ADVOCACY ROLE

5.1. Organisation of Conferences/Seminars/Workshops

Competition Informative Workshop on “The New Revised Legislative Framework of the Compe-
tition Law in Cyprus”

On July 7, 2014, the Commission held a Competition Informative Seminar on “The New Revised Legislative 
Framework of the Competition Law in Cyprus” at the Cultural Centre of Strovolos.

The Chairperson of the Commission Ms. Loukia Christodoulou, in her introductory speech, stated that the aim 
of the conference is to present the major changes that have occurred with the enactment of new legislation and 
provide fuller information on the role, function, responsibilities and powers of the Commission, so that these 
legislative changes are fully understood by all concerned professional bodies, but also by consumers. The Chair-
person of the Commission, after referring to the new revised legislative framework, said that the Commission 
is expected -in the context of cooperation with other national authorities- to proceed in 2014 with the signing 
of a MoU with the Hellenic Competition Authority and furthermore looks forward to closer cooperation with 
other competition authorities and regulators or other authorities exercising control over certain sectors of the 
economy of the Republic with a view to fulfilling the objectives of legislation and protection of free competition.

The Minister of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism, Mr. George Lakkotrypis, having welcomed the  
informative meeting, pointed out that the system of a free economy, such as that of Cyprus, should seek to  
encourage entrepreneurial activity and to promote its development by creating a favourable environment.  
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Under no circumstances, however, will it be allowed to restrict or distort fair competition in the market.  
The Minister, in his speech, highlighted that a framework of healthy competition is an important element in a 
propitious business environment. At a time when the resources of both consumers and businesses, are limited, 
we have to provide the legislative and other instruments needed to correct or prevent any diversions and 
efforts either profiteering or exploitation of a dominant position by companies. The Minister added that this 
opportunity is offered by the new legislative framework, which aims at strengthening the independence and 
effectiveness of the Commission.

During the seminar the main provisions of the Protection of Competition (Amendment) Law of 2014 were 
presented, which aim to further convergence of national legislation with European competition law. It was noted 
that the new amendment Law furnished the Commission with additional useful investigative tools to fulfill the 
objectives of the legislation and the protection of free competition in the Republic, such as, inter alia, the powers 
to carry out sector inquiries, take statements and examine cases in priority on the basis of relevant criteria, 
which have been highlighted already in the public consultation which will last until 23/07/2014.

Additionally, the provisions of Sections 35 of the Law and the requirements of the relevant form for the sub- 
mission of complaints by natural or legal persons were explained.

There was also a presentation of The Immunity From and Reduction of Administrative Fines in Cases of Restric-
tive Collusions Infringing Section 3 of the Law or/and Article 101 of the TFEU (Leniency Programme) Regulations 
of 2011, which have been in force since the 02/05/2012 and which determine the procedure, conditions and 
criteria on the basis of which the Commission may exempt or reduce the administrative fine to be imposed on 
an undertaking or association of undertakings for violations of Article 3 of the Law and Article 101 TFEU.

Attendees were also informed about the online address cartelhotline@competition.gov.cy in which, as stated, 
leniency applications and/or information regarding the existence of cartels can be submitted.

Finally, there was a summary of the main changes that have occurred since the implementation of the new 
Law on the Control of Concentrations between Undertakings, which replaces the Control of Concentrations 
between Undertakings Laws of 1999 and 2000.
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The changes introduced by this law were explained to the attendees, which were, inter alia, the partial change 
of the scope of the legislation, which now requires that at least two of the undertakings turnover in Cyprus, the 
notification requirement of concentration before its implementation and not within one week, the fee of €1.000 
to the submission of the notification and €6.000 before the conduct of full investigation, the amendment of the 
‘compatibility with the operation of competitive market’ criterion by adopting a broader concept of obstructing 
competition, as well as the new requirements of Annex III of the Law. 

The Congress, which took place in Nicosia, was attended by the Minister of Energy, Commerce, Industry and 
Tourism, the Mayor of Strovolos, the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner on the Regulation of Elec-
tronic Communications and Postal Regulations, the Director of Cyprus Post, economists, lawyers, accountants,  
academics, and representatives of the business world of Cyprus.

Seminar on “The Importance of Competition in Times of Economic Crisis”

On October 31, 2014, the Commission and the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce with the support of Enterprise 
Europe Network organised a one day seminar on “The importance of competition in times of economic crisis.”
Addressing the conference, the Minister of Communications and Works Mr. Marios Dimitriades noted that 
the strengthening of entrepreneurship and competition protection sector lead the economy of the country 
to recovery progress and development. At the same time he stressed that the government is making strong 
efforts to encourage businesses to operate and contribute to the development that we all expect and seek. He 
referred to the recent amendment of the Protection of Competition Law, and stressed that the powers of the 
Commission and the conditions of competition in the market are strengthened with these amendments, while 
also further convergence of national legislation with the competition law of the European Union is achieved.

The Chairperson of the Commission for the Protection of Competition Ms. Loukia Christodoulou, in the  
opening speech noted that the conference is part of a broader effort with the ultimate aim to fostering  



competition culture in the consciousness of the Cypriot businessman and citizen-consumer. Ms. Loukia 
Christodoulou thanked the representatives of the Hellenic Competition Authority for their attendance at the 
conference and noted that the presentation of the Hellenic Authority’s work will help all participants better 
understand the importance of strict application of competition rules to citizens, businesses and to the recovery 
of the economy in general. The Chairperson of the Commission made particular reference to the MoU with 
the Hellenic Competition Authority signed on 30 October, 2014 and expressed the hope that “the signing of the 
Protocol will only be the beginning for closer cooperation with sister authority and the basis for more meetings 
and mutual support for both authorities in the difficult task they have to perform.”

In her speech Ms. Christodoulou briefly presented the work of the Commission over the past two years.  
Ms. Christodoulou specifically mentioned the Commission’s initiative to promote a number of amendments  
on the Protection of Competition Law and the replacement of the Control of Concentrations between  
Undertakings Law of 1999. She noted that with these changes, firstly the further convergence of national legis-
lation with European Competition Law was achieved and secondly a higher level of competition in the market 
was ensured by strengthening and broadening of the Commission’s authority to regulate and protect effective 
competition in the Republic.

The Chairman of the Hellenic Competition Authority, Mr. Dimitrios Kyritsakis after thanking the conference 
organisers for the invitation and hospitality, made reference to the difficulties and challenges the Commission 
had to face based on the economic crisis. Mr. Kyristakis noted that through the support mechanism the staff of 
the Service have been strengthened enabling the Commission to redefine its strategic objectives, maintaining  
a constant level of enforcement of competition rules, irrespective of the economic crisis, by adapting the  
allocation and prioritisation of pending cases. At the same time, it strengthened its market monitoring activities 
and widened and deepened in the advisory work for the promotion of competition policies (advocacy), aiming 
to contribute to structural reforms and to further sensitize public and private sector in competition matters. 
Finally, Mr. Kyritsakis made particular reference to the MoU between the two Authorities of Cyprus and Greece, 
stressing that this will bring closer the two Authorities to exchange knowledge and experiences, noting the 
interaction between the economies of the two countries.

The representative of the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce Ms. Stalo Demosthenes showed how the Enterprise 
Europe Network works and its contribution to the development of entrepreneurship.
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Then, the Vice-Chairperson of the Hellenic Competition Authority Mr. Dimitris Loukas, analysed the strategic 
planning and the priorities of the Hellenic Authority based on the facts of the economic crisis and the support 
mechanism. In particular, Mr. Dimitris Loukas analyzed the impact of the economic crisis on competition policy 
configuration in Greece, the role of the Hellenic Competition Authority under these new facts as well as the 
three main pillars of the new strategy of the Hellenic Authority. 

The Member of the Hellenic Competition Authority, Ms. Lefkothea Deca, made a review of the decisions of the 
Hellenic Authority for the four years 2010-2014, which related to the fields of food, the food supply chain, other 
essential consumer goods, energy and the building materials. Ms. Deca mentioned the various measures taken by 
the Hellenic Authority in examining these decisions and, finally, talked about the new challenges of the Hellenic 
Competition Authority.

The Member of the Commission for the Protection of Competition of Cyprus. Ms. Eleni Karaoli, made refer-
ence to the role of the competition protection policy. Ms. Karaoli made extensive reference to the work of 
the Commission over the past two years. Then she referred to the anti-competitive agreements and practices 
falling under Section 6 of the Protection of Competition Laws of 2008 and 2014, in accordance to Commission’s 
decisions in recent years in relation to this issue.

The Senior Officer of the Service of the Commission the Protection of Competition of Cyprus, Ms. Olga  
Droussioti Papachrysanthou, made reference to certain types of prohibitive agreements that are particularly 
harmful to the functioning of competition in the market, giving examples of prohibitive practices. She referred to 
how harmful the prohibitive agreements between firms are and presented several Commission decisions. Finally, 
she presented the basic provisions of the Leniency Programme on the basis of which companies, which are 
involved in secret cartels and want to put an end to their participation, can give information to the Commission 
in order to obtain an exemption or reduction of administrative fine.

Attendees had the opportunity to question the lecturers at the end of the presentations.

The Congress, held in a hotel in Nicosia, was attended by economists, lawyers, accountants, academics, and  
representatives of the business world of Cyprus.

Participation in the Workshop on “The Law of Competition and State Aid in the era of the  
Memorandum-Challenges and Opportunities”

On October 29, 2014, the Chairperson of the Commission for Protection of Competition of Cyprus  
participated as a lecturer in the Workshop on “The Law of Competition and State Aid in the era of the  
Memorandum-Challenges and Opportunities”, organized by the Open University of Cyprus in collaboration 
with European University of Cyprus.

The Workshop was held as part of the operation of Interuniversity Postgraduate Programme “European Union 
Law”, while the work was divided into two main topics:

• The importance of competition and openness of markets in southern Europe

• The concept of state aid in the reform of the markets in which the companies controlled by the state have  
 a key role or dominance.
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Ms. Christodoulou in her speech referred to the role of the Commission for the Protection of Competition 
nowadays. In the Workshop also participated as lecturers, Mr. Dimitrios Kyritsakis, Chairperson of the Hellenic 
Competition Authority, Ms. Matina Charalambopoulou, Director of the Department of State Aid of the Ministry 
of Economy and Finance of Greece and Mr. Onoufrios Koullis, Economic Officer A’ of the Office of the  
Commissioner for State Aid Control.

5.2. Participation of the Commission for the Protection of Competition in  
 Parliamentary Committees of the House of Representatives

During the year under review, the Commission, acting within its jurisdictional powers, responded to invitations 
from various Parliamentary Committees, and submitted its views on a number of issues and topics related to 
the field of Competition and discussed in the Parliamentary Committees. 

Below is a list summarising the Commission’s participation in the meetings of the various Parliamentary Com-
mittees during the year under review:

• On 16/01/2014, the discussion of the Parliamentary Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources on “The 
 problems in the processing of animal waste due to expiration of the contract and ways to address them”.

• On 03/31/2014 and 24/06/2014, the discussions of the Parliamentary Committee on Trade and Industry on 
 “The Trade Descriptions (Amendment) Law of 2012”.

• On 29/05/2014, 18/09/2014 and 11/12/2014, the discussions of the Parliamentary Committee on Internal Affairs 
 on “The Protection of the Beach (Amendment) Law of 2013”.

• On 18/06/2014, the Parliamentary Legal Committee discussion on “The General Principles of Administrative 
 Law (Amendment) Law of 2013”.

• On 18/09/2014 and 23/10/2014, the discussions of the Parliamentary Committee on Internal Affairs on “The 
 need to establish policy on the management of the beaches and the overall planning for the implementation 
 of the Protection of the Beach Law, in relation to the new developments concerning a decision of the 
 Supreme Court”. 
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• On 23/10/2014, the Parliamentary Committee on Internal Affairs discussion on ‘’The Protection of the Beach 
 (Amendment) Law of 2014”.

5.3. Opinions

The Commission, pursuant to Section 23(2)(l) of the Protection of Competition Laws of 2008 and 2014, has the 
power to provide public entities with opinions concerning issues relating to its competencies. The Commission, 
acting under these powers, was called in several occasions to provide its opinion on various matters relating to 
Competition Law.

The Commission has provided its opinion to the Parliamentary Committees in the following instances:

• The Minister of Communications and Works regarding the operation of the Licensed Porters Association of 
 Limassol, on the basis of Section 23 (2) (l) of the Protection of Competition Laws, 2008 and 2014. 

• The Minister of Communications and Works regarding the safeguarding of competition in the supply and 
 provision of special education for gas driven systems.

• The Accountant General of the Republic regarding the following bills “The Concession Contracts and Related 
 Matters Law of 2015”; “The Review of the Procedures Concerning the Award of the Public Contracts 
 (Amendment) Law of 2015”; “The Procurement of Entities Operating in the Water, Energy, Transport and  
 Postal Services and Related Matters Law of 2015”; and “the Public Procurement and Related Matters Law of 
 2015”.

• The Minister of Justice and Public Order regarding the bill entitled “The General Principles of Administrative 
 Law (Amendment) Law of 2013”.
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6. EUROPEAN AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

The Commission for the Protection of Competition considers international relations to be closely linked to 
its vision of becoming an active European Competition Authority which applies international practices and 
promotes competition rules at community and international level. The participation of staff members of the 
Service of the Commission in various working groups constitutes one of the most essential ways of developing 
cooperation, mutual contribution and shaping competition policies, aimed at enabling the Commission to func-
tion in the most efficient way, for the benefit of the market at large. The active participation and cooperation at 
Community level is considered necessary, especially after the implementation of the Council Regulation (EC) 
No. 1/2003.

6.1. Participation in meetings within the European Competition Network

• DIRECTORS GENERAL MEETING 

 On June 24, 2014, the Chairperson of the Commission attended the first annual Directors General meeting, 
 which took place in Brussels. In addition, on 17 and 18 November, 2014, the Chairperson of the Commission 
 attended the second annual Directors General Meeting, in Brussels. During these meetings a wide range of 
 issues were discussed which aimed at better implementation of the Community competition law.
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• COMPETITION CHIEF ECONOMIST (CEE) ECN WORKING GROUP 

 On 14 October, 2014, the Director of the Service attended the meeting of the Working Group of Economists 

 of the European Competition Network which was conducted in Athens. During the meeting issues concern- 

 ing the hotel online reservations and cartel detection modes were discussed.

• ECN PLENARY MEETING 

 On 12 March, 2014 the Senior Officer of the Service of the Commission attended the 40th European Compe- 
 tition Network (ECN) Plenary Meeting.

• MEETING OF THE ECN FOOD SUBGROUP

 On 18 June, 2014, the Senior Officer of the Service of the Commission and then, on 16 October, 2014, the  
 Director of the Service attended the meetings of the ECN Food Subgroup in Brussels to discuss issues  
 relating to food. 

• ADVISORY COMMITTEE

 On 8 December, 2014, an Officer of the Service attended the meeting of the Advisory Committee for the 
 European Commission Competition Case AT.39780. At that meeting the aforesaid case which concerns a  
 cartel lasting 4.5 years about envelopes and the dispute settlement procedure followed in this case were 
 discussed.

6.2. Participation in European and International Conferences

• EUROPEAN COMPETITION DAY

 On 10-11 May and 2014, the Hellenic Competition Authority, during the Hellenic Presidency of the Council 
 of the European Union, organised the European Competition Day in Athens. The event was attended by  
 the Chairperson of the Commission for the Protection of Competition. The event was attended by the  
 Chairperson of the Commission for the Protection of Competition and a Member of the Commission for 
 Protection of Competition, as well as the Director of the Service.

 Also on 10 October, 2014, the Italian Competition Authority, during the Presidency of the Council of the Euro- 
 pean Union, organized the European Competition Day in Rome. The event was attended by the Chairperson 
 of the Commission.

• 10 YEARS OF APPLICATION OF REGULATION 1/2003 

 On 6 June, 2014, the Chairperson attended the conference conducted by the Luxembourg Competition 
 Authority entitled, “10 Years of Application of Regulation 1/2003, State of Play of Decentralized Application of 
 Competition Law”. This conference was held in Luxembourg.
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• COMPETITION CONFERENCE - BEST PRACTICE IN INVESTIGATIONS

 On 11-12 December 2014, a Member of the Commission attended a conference conducted in Austria by the 
 Austrian Competition Authority entitled, “Competition Conference - Best Practice in investigations”.

• ΜΤ@ΕC CONFERENCE

 On 5 December, 2014, Officer of the Service attended the conference, held in Brussels, concerning the system 
 - tool MT@EC, which is used for translation of texts and/or electronic documents in other EU languages. 

6.3. Bilateral partnerships

• TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BY THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION

 The Commission within the Memorandum of Understanding regarding the macroeconomic adjustment pro- 
 gramme of the Republic of Cyprus accepted Technical Assistance by the European Commission in reference 
 to its organisation and the staffing, as well as the conduction of Sector inquiries in different sectors of the 
 economy and different types of agreements. 

 In September 2014, under the programme of Technical Assistance two experts of the Irish Competition  
 Commission visited the CPC and later on they submitted a report on the organization of the CPC Service, 
 stating their suggestions for the enhancement and improvement of the way the CPC works The ultimate  
 goal of this effort was to make the Commission more effective and efficient in the application of competition 
 law to the benefit of consumers. The Report prepared by the experts of the Irish Competition Authority 
 delivered to the Department of Personnel and Administration and the Minister of Finance. 

 Also in December 2014, experts of the French Competition Authority visited the offices of the Commission. 
 During their visit they held a seminar regarding how to conduct sectorial investigations in market sectors 
 or types of agreements; they shared their experienced recent sector inquiries carried out. In this context, 
 the Commission’s Service Officers were able to exchange views with experts of the French Authority and 
 learn and be updated as to their experiences.

• MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH THE HELLENIC COMPETITION AUTHORITY 

 On 30 October, 2014, concluded a Memorandum of Understanding between the Competition Protection 
 Commission and the Greek Competition Commission, with which the two authorities undertake to promote 
 and strengthen their cooperation on whatever concerns the application of competition law, according to 
 national and European legislation.

 In the memorandum, the authorities agreed to exchange experiences and knowledge in the field of compe- 
 tition and to share their experience by conducting seminars, staff exchange programmes and study visits.  
 The memorandum provides also basic principles for exchange of information on the practices of businesses 
 in each geographical territory.
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 On behalf of the Commission for the Protection of Competition of Cyprus, the cooperation protocol was 
 signed by the Chairperson Ms. Loukia Christodoulou and on behalf of the Hellenic Competition Authority, 
 Chairman Mr. Dimitrios Kyritsakis. In joint statements by the two heads of the Authorities it was stated that 
 the MoU aims to strengthen and expand their existing cooperation within the European Competition Net- 
 work. The two heads of the Authorities emphasised the role of antitrust in creating a genuine and effective 
 development of the market economy to the benefit of consumers. 
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